• The PAMO insignia a 2 ¾" x 1 1/8" gold and silver metal pin showing the silver eagle and shield superimposed over gold aviation wings with a gold banner depicting AERO MAINTENANCE.
• The insignias will have either an anodized or oxidized finish.
• There should be two sizes of the metal pin-on PAMO breast insignia, the miniature size insignia is normally worn on uniforms requiring miniature medals.
• The insignia should be authorized for wear on the naval officer uniforms as prescribed in the U.S. Navy Uniform Regulations.

For more information see NAVADMIN 051/09
On a silver metal device consisting of a blue disc, silver five-pointed diminished star surmounted by an eagle Proper, wings displayed and inverted, bearing on its breast a shield, paleways of five pieces Argent and Gules, a chief Azure and perched upon a horizontal silver key, ward pointing down; all encircled by a designation scroll inscribed ‘NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY’ above and ‘CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE’ below between two stars, all silver.